**What Joyous Song Unfolding** (NOORMARKKU)
Alternate accompaniment/harmonization by Richard Hillert is in LBW at #384

**Instrumental**
David Cherwien in *Eight for Eighty-Eight, Volume 2: Congregational Song Accompaniments for Piano and Opt. Instrument*
Augsburg Fortress ED003993

Richard Weinhurst in *Concordia Hymn Prelude Series, vol. 33*
Concordia Publishing House 975748

Frederick Frahm in *Faith Alive: Organ Improvisations for Worship*
Augsburg Fortress ED004827

**Choral/Concertato**
David Cherwien “Your Kingdom Come, O Father” – *The words of the new hymn may be substituted in this anthem.*
Unison/2-pt, pno
Lorenz Music AM2031